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NEW QUESTION: 1
What do you use when you have a network object or group and
want to use an IP address?
A. identity NAT
B. Dynamic NAT
C. Static NAT
D. Static PAT
Answer: B
Explanation:
Adding Network Objects for Mapped Addresses
For dynamic NAT, you must use an object or group for the mapped
addresses. Other NAT types have the option of using inline
addresses, or you can create an object or group according to
this section.
* Dynamic NAT:

+ You cannot use an inline address; you must configure a
network object or group. + The object or group cannot contain a
subnet; the object must define a range; the group can include
hosts and ranges.
+ If a mapped network object contains both ranges and host IP
addresses, then the ranges are used for dynamic NAT, and then
the host IP addresses are used as a PAT fallback.
* Dynamic PAT (Hide):
+ Instead of using an object, you can optionally configure an
inline host address or specify the interface address.
+ If you use an object, the object or group cannot contain a
subnet; the object must define a host, or for a PAT pool, a
range; the group (for a PAT pool) can include hosts and ranges.
* Static NAT or Static NAT with port translation:
+ Instead of using an object, you can configure an inline
address or specify the interface address (for static
NAT-with-port-translation).
+ If you use an object, the object or group can contain a host,
range, or subnet.
* Identity NAT
+ Instead of using an object, you can configure an inline
address. + If you use an object, the object must match the real
addresses you want to translate.
Source:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asa/asa90/configu
ration/guide/asa_90_cli_config/nat_objects.html#61711

NEW QUESTION: 2
The broadcast address is a special address in which the host
bits in the network address are all set to 1, and it can also
be used as a host address.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option D
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option C
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: http://citrixxperience.com/free/A19StudyGuide.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
Universal Containers has a large customer base of over 15,000

Accounts and 60,000 contacts. The marketing manager wants to
use the customer data for an upcoming new product launch but
its concerned contact may have moved to other organization
(Contact's email tec has changed) what should a consultant
recommend to ensure customer data is accurate?
A. Use data enhancement tool to verify that account and contact
data is up-to-date
B. create a workflow rule for the account and contact owner to
confirm contact data
C. Use a data cleaning tool and the stay-in-touch feature of
salesforce to email contact
D. create a vf rule to mass email contacts and capture any
email bounce
Answer: C
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